Scholars host Summit on Medical Leadership

Dr. Ed Buckley, Dr. Colleen Grochowski and Dr. Dean Talyor talk prior to the Summit on Medical Leadership.

Each year the Feagin Medical Scholars are placed into teams and each team has a project. This year one of the team projects was to gather those in charge of various leadership initiatives within Duke Medicine for a summit. More than 30 individuals attended. It was a great opportunity to network and share best practices around leadership development in medicine.

The team that organized and hosted the Summit consisted of:
Matthew Kanaan, MD
William Mook, MD
Kirema Garcia-Reyes
Daniel Scott
Milt Zgonis, MD
Hello friends of the Feagin Leadership Program. I hope that all is well in your corner of the world.

It has been an exciting few months since our Winter Newsletter. The Scholars have been very busy. They have gotten married, had babies have had two sessions and they have been working on their team projects. The Scholar's session in April was in Vail. Yes, we took the Scholars to Vail! In fact, I'm going to keep this short to leave space for pictures.

I look forward to seeing you at the 2013 Feagin Leadership Forum on 17 & 18 May.

Tommy Haymanek holds his new little girl, Abigal, born 25 January 2013. Tommy and his family will head to Vail this summer for a Foot and Ankle Fellowship at the Steadman Clinic.

Will Mook and his wife Emily welcome their new baby girl, Teresa Rose Mook born 13 April 2013.
Feagin Medical Scholar Alumni Updates

Jacob Berchuck (FMS '12) and Deeptee Jain (FMS '12) are both going to UCSF for residency, Jacob for internal medicine and Deeptee for orthopaedic surgery.

Navid Pourtaheri, MD PhD (FMS ‘11) candidate 2013 matched into an integrated Plastic Surgery residency program at Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland Ohio. He will be graduating on May 10, receiving both a MD and PhD degrees! Navid's PhD thesis is entitled: "Electromagnetohydrodynamic modeling of Lorentz effect imaging and neuronal current MRI"

Ankit Mehta (FMS '12) is the lead author on an article in the February 20, 2013 issue of The Journal of Bone & Joint Surgery. The title of the article is: Thickness of Subcutaneous Fat as a Risk Factor for Infection in Cervical Spine Fusion Surgery

Mitch Bassett (FMS ‘12) is headed to Salt Lake City to complete a urology residency at the University of Utah.

Nick Viens (FMS ‘12) Orthopaedic foot & ankle surgeon at the Lexington Clinic in Lexington, Kentucky

Alpha Omega Alpha - Honor Medical Society Grant - Duke University School of Medicine’s Duke Leadership Education and Development (LEAD) Program: Student leader Kyle Gibler (FMS ‘12) (AΩA, Duke University, 2012) and student team members Nimit Lad (FMS ’13). Mentor leader Dean Taylor, MD.

Scott Adams (FMS ‘12) is currently in practice in Baltimore, MD. He recently returned from Portugal where he was working as the team physical with the US Women's National Soccer Team.

Grant Sutter (FMS ‘12) will be staying at Duke for his Orthopaedic residency.

Note: FMS with year indicates Feagin Medical Scholar and the year they completed the program.
2013 FEAGIN LEADERSHIP WEEKEND
17 & 18 May 2013
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Ethical Leadership
It is about Character, Integrity and Courage

A SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS
VAIL TRIP
5-7 April 2013

The Scholars had the opportunity to visit Marty Head and John Feagin in Vail in early April. A visit to the Colorado Ski Museum with a lecture from Mr. Sandy Treat, a member of the "Greatest Generation." Mr. Treat shared stories about his time with the 10th Mountain Division during WWII. He trained at Camp Hale (Vail) prior to be sent to Italy.

The Scholars also had sessions on business etiquette, difficult conversations as well as a panel discussion with John Horan-Cates and Art Kelton. The team working on the documentary had the opportunity to interview people from the Vail area for their project. The other teams also worked on their projects and the presentations they will give at the Forum in May.

Marty and John hosted us for a reception at their lovely home. Oh yes, there was some skiing!
At the Denver Airport waiting for the flight home the Scholars brief Dr. Taylor and BG(Retired) LeBoeuf on their project. No rest!

Ann Taylor teaches a session on business etiquette.

John Feagin introduces Mr. Sandy Treat to the Scholars.

At the Denver Airport waiting for the flight home the Scholars brief Dr. Taylor and BG(Retired) LeBoeuf on their project. No rest!

Beautiful views...

Nick Viens (FMS ’12) (far right) showed the Scholars one of the local watering holes!

A final picture with Marty and John before we head back to reality...